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By Linda Fraser and Geoffrey Simmins

The Evolution of Architectural
Photography: An Abbreviated
Overview
As Robert Sobieszek has observed, “With the exception
of the human visage, there have been more photographs
made of architectural subjects than of any other single category.”1 Architectural photography originally developed
for two interlocking reasons: (1) to record buildings for
posterity, and (2) to respond to the demands of armchair
tourism. Early architectural photographs documented the
built form using conventional techniques that aspired to
be true to life. This changed significantly in the aftermath
of the Second World War, when architectural photography assumed a new role: to promote architecture as a lifestyle and to sell it to a generation enjoying unprecedented
prosperity. Post-war modernist architecture was ideally

suited to the medium of black-and-white photography,
which was readily disseminated through both professional and general-interest architecture magazines. A
close relationship developed between architects and architectural photographers, as “the new sort of architects had
their buildings taken by the new sort of photographers.”2
A transformation in the techniques and effectiveness of
architectural photography resulted. As Robert Elwall
remarked:
Once architects realized that the photographers
could choose to use their cameras not only to
record, but to interpret, flatter or even deceive,
and that their pictures were likely to be widely
reproduced, they wanted to ensure that they
were part of that choice.3
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Photography became “as essential in an architect’s office as
drafting tables, tracing paper, or soft pencils.”4 It became
a fundamental tool for publicity and promotion, for disseminating the architects’ work to a broader audience and
for obtaining new clients.

Hugh Robertson and Panda
Associates
Hugh Robertson (1917–2004) was born and raised in
Toronto. In a 2003 interview published in the Globe and
Mail, he remembered the first photograph he ever took
was a “stream running through his grandparent’s farm
that he dressed up with rocks to look ‘a little more exciting.’”5 In the early 1930s, while attending Upper Canada
College, he discovered a passion for photography, and by
the mid-1930s he had some of his freelance photographs
published in the Globe and the Empire newspapers. Then,
working for his father, the president of E. L. Ruddy
Electric/Claude Neon, he was hired to document their
neon signs and billboards. During the Second World
War, Robertson joined the 39th Reconnaissance Wing in
the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) and worked processing aerial reconnaissance photographs.6
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After the war, he returned to Canada and, with
two other RCAF photographers, Paul Rocket and
Lockwood Haight, founded a commercial photography
firm, which they whimsically called Panda Associates,
relating their black-and-white photography to the panda
bear. As LeBlanc noted in the Globe and Mail: “They
were all young, bright and eager to embrace the new
modernist ideals that had begun taking root before the
war, as were the new generation of architects who were
desperately trying to bring the new modern architecture
to our conservative northern shores.”7 And so began a
remarkable career spanning five decades documenting
the built environment of Canada (figs. 4.1–9).
The company quickly grew to a staff of twelve and as
a result of the post-war building boom was soon doing
1,500 jobs per year. In the early days of the firm, Robertson
recalls shooting “buildings under construction, any kind
of building, even rooms, bridges, houses, anything. That
was a busy time.”8 Within a decade, Robertson became
the sole owner of Panda Associates; now specializing in
architectural photography, he quickly became one of the
top photographers in North America. In the view of at
least one later assessor, “Robertson practically invented
architectural photography in Canada, and elevated it to
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B.S. Bronskill
Residence,
Toronto. Panda
Associates
fonds, Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
52326-5).
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4.2.
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Regent Gas
Station,
Toronto. Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
49759-1).
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Georgetown
Public School,
Georgetown.
Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
53783-14).
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4.4.
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Benvenuto
Apartments,
Toronto. Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
55897-10).
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Benvenuto
Apartments,
Toronto. Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
55460-5).
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4.6.
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Canadian
National
Institute for the
Blind (CNIB),
Brockville.
Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
55539-6).

4.7.

Shell Oil Tower,
Toronto. Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
55910-1).
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4.8.

62

Ontario
Juvenile
Family Court,
Toronto. Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
57544-4).
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Canadian
Dominion Sugar
Redpath Sugar
Plant. Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
59510-5).
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a high art form.… He was a gentleman: modest, kind,
with a great heart and tremendously good natured and
good humoured.”9
Robertson was not trained as an architect, as were
some of his contemporaries, although he credited architects with teaching him to photograph buildings to
represent the iconic images they desired. In this case,
“Robertson studied under John B. and John C. Parkin:
he offered to take photographs, bring his prints for criticism, and redo the shots if requested. The Parkins were
obliged to pay only for what they liked. “John C. Parkin
was the critical one,” related Robertson many years later.
“He taught me the most. He lent me all the magazines….
He wanted stark and clean” (figs. 4.10–11).10 Robertson
realized that as “a professional, the architectural photographer’s first obligation must be to his client even if
the resultant images outstrip reality.”11 Robertson also
remarked: “I was thinking more about if it pleased me. I
had a whole bunch of little rules, there were a lot of little
details that I would work on just to satisfy myself.”12
Robertson worked closely with architectural firms,
especially the Parkins, to convey a specific image of modernity. If “modern architecture was the rising star of
lifestyle, and architectural photography was its medium,”
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then Robertson was one of the strongest proponents and
he used all his technical and artistic expertise to document the Parkins’ work. A striking example of this is
provided by Robertson’s photographs of Don Mills, a
suburb of Toronto (figs. 4.12–13), an icon of modernism.13 As Robertson remarked later,
We did Don Mills frontwards, sideways and
backwards.… We did an awful lot of work up
there: street scenes and houses by themselves
and so on. I thought it was great. It seemed to
me to be the way of the future: it was so clean
and different from the typical houses that were
being built in downtown Toronto. It was a delight, really, to photograph them.14
Internationally, architectural photographers such as
Julius Shulman (1910–2009), William C. (Bill) Hedrich
(1912–2001) of the Chicago firm of Hedrich Blessing,
Ezra Stoller (1915–2004), and Eric de Maré (1910–2002)
pursued similar goals, both documenting and interpreting
the work of modern architects. Like these contemporaries
in other countries, Robertson, “played an essential role in
the visual construction of modern architecture … not to
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4.10.

KenmoreSimpson-Sears
Industrial
Development,
Etobicoke.
Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
55544-6)
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4.11.

66

Beth Tzedec
Synagogue,
Toronto. Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
62102-5).
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Don Mills
Residential
Development,
Don Mills.
Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
59963-45).
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4.13.

68

Harrison
Public School,
Georgetown.
Panda
Associates
fonds. Canadian
Architectural
Archives (PAN
571376-7).
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mention the professionalization of commercial architectural photography as a business. They kept the negatives,
and produced reprints when needed for the architects or
magazines, and owned the rights to their photographs.”15
The artistry of “new” architectural photography
played a significant role in developing modern architecture and selling it to a public. Architectural photographers employed a diverse battery of techniques to sell
modern architecture as an ideal. In many cases, their
photographs created iconic architecture from designs
that would seem to “typify the sterile glass box.”16 In
some cases, the use of furniture and models and their
placement evoked a feeling of a desired lifestyle and made
modern dwellings appear a “livable, not barren or austere, space.”17 The photographers employed models for a
variety of purposes, such as “defining the building’s scale
and proportion, illustrating the function of the space,
humanizing an otherwise austere atmosphere, selling a
way of life, and marketing an architectural style.”18
Robertson’s work for popular magazines, including
Canadian Homes and Gardens and Chatelaine, also documented the new post-war suburbia by showing the possibilities for furnishing the houses of the 1950s and 1960s.
Wishing to control lighting and effects, the Panda firm

sometimes created extensive sets in their own studios.
As the Globe and Mail article on Robertson related,
“Often, Mr. Robertson and his associates would reproduce entire living rooms or kitchens at Panda’s studios
at 321 Church St. because they had the space and it was
easier to light under controlled conditions. It was some
of their most rewarding work, he says, since ‘you were
starting from scratch and had to build the whole photograph up … and get all the junk required for taking the
picture. It was fun.’”19
The techniques of recording the built form became
more sophisticated after the Second World War, placing
less emphasis on recording true-life form and more on
the creation of an iconic image. These images were intended for, and successful in, selling both the architect
and the architecture to people interested in attaining
the unprecedented quality of life that these images
promised. But if the intention of the photographer and
his clients had changed, does this mean that these images are any less of a record of the society and culture
they document? It seems that, as much as architectural
photographers in the post-war period strove to interpret
and sell modernism, they never lost sight entirely of their
role as documenters. As Johansen has observed: “We will
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know and remember buildings through images. Surely
the buildings which have had impact upon us and are
memorable to us, are so, because some skilled and sensitive photographer made a patient and dedicated search
for this essential quality in these buildings; and in doing
so has fulfilled a rather large historical responsibility to
the architectural profession and to society as a whole.”20
Photographs represent a major resource for exploring the past and understanding history. Photographs,
as records, “wield power over the shape and direction of
historical scholarship, collective memory, and national
identity.”21 In key ways, “[a]rchitectural photography archaeologizes the past and validates the present.”22 While
this is fundamental to an understanding of society and
its history as a whole, the inclusive nature of the content
of architectural photographs also provides a record of
material culture.

Panda Associates Fonds in the
Canadian Architectural Archives
Inspired by a similarly broad view of material culture,
the Canadian Architectural Archives (CAA) was established at the University of Calgary in 1974 as a joint
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initiative between the University Library and the Faculty
of Environmental Design. Concentrating primarily on the
work of prominent twentieth-century Canadian architects of regional, national, and international significance,
the Canadian Architectural Archives has become the
largest and most comprehensive collection of Canadian
architecture in the country. Inspired by the view that
architecture transcends its professional practice and permeates every layer of culture and society, this archives has
achieved national and international recognition and is
used by architects, students, scholars, and the community
for a wide variety of purposes. The architectural record,
like photography of the built landscape, “documents its
construction, plots its mutations and records its decay in
the present, preserving its presence.”23
The Panda Associates fonds in the Canadian
Architectural Archives contains photographs taken
between 1946 and 1992. In addition to serving as the
Parkin firm’s main photographers, Hugh Robertson
and Panda Associates photographed the work of prominent Canadian architects such as Arthur Erickson and
Raymond Moriyama. The collection also contains images of Canadian buildings designed by internationally
acclaimed architects, such as I. M. Pei, Mies van der
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Rohe, Viljo Revell, and Skidmore Owings & Merrill.
Panda Associates, as one of the few Canadian commercial photography firms devoted to architecture, played
a major role in photographing the built environment of
Canada while the country and its architecture developed
its own voice. Their work documents the beginning and
growth of modern architecture in Canada, and beyond,
and provides a visual record of a more traditional architectural heritage. The scope of this collection is enhanced because the firm included interior and exterior
views, construction photographs, competition drawings
and models, as well as diverse projects by a wide variety
of architects. The collection provides a visual record of
five decades of Canadian architectural and cultural heritage, including such noteworthy events as Expo 67.
The images selected for this book are representative
of the many building types contained in this collection.
They reflect Canadian society after the Second World
War – the modern Canadian city with it soaring highrises, airports, office and apartment buildings, factories,
and department stores, as well as suburbs with singlefamily houses, religious buildings, shopping malls, and
schools. The selected images compare the built urban
and suburban environment in Canada and provide

evidence of how Canadians defined themselves through
architectural form, particularly the way that modern
architecture was marketed as the new Canadian dream.
Hugh Robertson and Panda Associates created a remarkable body of work that adds considerable dimension
to the record of Canadian history. Timothy Samuelson
has described the body of work left behind by contemporary Hedrich Blessing of Chicago as “a rich resource
documenting the evolution of modern architecture, a
wide range of styles and buildings by the famous as well
as the obscure, providing a diverse mosaic of the evolving urban environment…. The collection is as versatile
in its potential uses as it is diverse in its content.”24 The
work of Panda Associates could similarly be described:
despite being not yet widely known by the general public, Robertson has nonetheless left Canada a significant
legacy. This book and accompanying documentation
represent early stages in what we hope will be a more
comprehensive analysis of Canadian architectural photography and its relationship to larger social questions.

By Linda Fraser and Geoffrey Simmins
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